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Abstract
Developer sentiment may wax and wane as a project progresses. Open-source projects that attract and retain developers tend to be successful. It may be possible to predict project success, in part, if one can measure developer behavior and sentiment—projects with active, happy developers are more likely to succeed. We have analyzed GitHub.com projects in an attempt to model these concepts.

We have data mined 124 projects from GitHub.com. The projects were automatically mined using sequence mining methods to derive a behavioral model of developer activities. The projects were also mined for developer sentiment. Finally, a regression model shows how sentiment varies with behavioral differences—a change in behavior is correlated with a change in sentiment. The relationship between sentiment and success is not directly explored, herein. This research project is a preliminary step in a larger research project aimed at understanding and monitoring FLOSS projects using a process modeling approach.

1 Introduction
Do developers react emotionally to the ebb and flow of a software development project? Open source software projects rely on developers that are motivated to donate their talents. Developers select projects based on the likelihood of success, among other factors[1]. Consequently, failing projects may be avoided or abandoned by open-source developers[2]. The perception of a project’s success contributes to its success and is itself a measure of project success. Understanding developer sentiment toward a project may provide insight into their perception of a project’s success. Therefore, we want to understand changes in developer sentiment that occur with changes in the software development process. Insight into this relationship may provide important project insights, including the behavioral-sentimental factors that lead to developers abandoning a project.

To illustrate how emotions play a role in project success, consider Yourdan’s death march concept—a project that exceeds its normal parameters by 50% is a death march[3]. This typically occurs as resources are reduced relative to the planned requirements. For example, a project may have six months remaining on its schedule with a projected rate of completion in one year. Facing such a situation, managers may push developers to work harder. Some developers may even enjoy the hero’s role as they strive to complete a project under difficult circumstances. Unfortunately, such projects typically fail.

Yourdan’s death march applies mainly to commercial development, because developers are under contract to complete a project. In open-source development, when developers see the beginnings of a death march they are more likely to simply abandon the project.

The death march illustrates an interesting issue about software development projects: due to the dynamic structure of the teams, and the unique ways of collaborating, projects can evolve substantially. Thus, analyzing a static snapshot does not allow us to understand an evolving trajectory. Evolutionary qualities are important, and may be a good guide to forecasting future qualities, such as project sentiment, followers, downloads, and eventual success.

This research project is aimed at understanding the relationship between developer behavior and developer sentiment. This is part of the larger project that aims to create a developer behavioral-model to predict project characteristics, such as success. The ultimate goal is to provide automated support for project managers. As development occurs, the predictive model is continually updated and its results presented on a project dashboard.

Raising alerts on a project dashboard when a team appears to be losing its effectiveness is a goal of the work described herein. We rely on the team’s repository to observe their activities. Our data mining techniques provide for automated analysis, which can be incorporated into the dashboards common to Agile development.

The automated approach to development monitoring and analysis is as follows:
(1) Developers use their standard development tools (e.g., Eclipse, GitHub, etc.) to develop software.
(2) The Monitor continually monitors events logged on the team’s source code repository (e.g., GitHub).
(3) The Monitor builds predictive models, representing developer behaviors, from the repository events.
(4) Analysis of the mined models is presented on a project status dashboard.
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— Abbott, for example, illustrates development in terms of behavior and developer sentiment. A regression model is the approach to gain an understanding of the relationship between developer value indicating the amount of negative or positive sentiment. This project applies both process and variance methodologies in section 3.6. Our specific application of this general technique is described value indicating the amount of negative or positive sentiment.

1. Changing Behaviors
We aim to model developer behavior, developer sentiment, and the evolution of their relationship over time.

To acquire a model of developer behaviors, we data mine the event sequences contained in the software development repositories. We aim to identify and analyze common sequences of actions by developers. Developers commit code, raise issues, and make comments. We would like to know, for example, if the pattern sequence (Issue x, Comment x, Commit x) occurs frequently in the stream of developer activities. We suspect that successful projects include this pattern more frequently than simple Commit x—that is, having no previously specified issue or comment for a code commit.

To uncover sequential patterns, sequential data mining techniques are commonly applied. When applied directly to repository data, the techniques generate long lists of varied, low-level action sequences, which are not easily interpreted. To address this issue, we specify work constructs, which are recognized by a rule-base system. More generally, we are working towards a theory of FLOSS development by incrementally improving partial operational models, which recognize theoretical constructs in FLOSS event streams.

Our analysis proceeds as follows:
1. Specify recognition rules, derived from our theoretical constructs, such as an issue-based work unit.
2. Apply the rules to the repository event data, to recognize the theoretical constructs.
3. Data mine the recognized constructs, using sequence-mining techniques.
4. Apply model-differencing techniques, to recognize changes in behaviors over time.

This approach allows us to analyze developer behavior (as action sequences) and their changes over time.

1. Changing Sentiment
To acquire a model of developer sentiment, we apply common sentiment-analysis techniques. In general, the common approach is to use a dictionary lookup to tag words from a project as either negative or positive in their sentiment. The annotated words are then aggregated to arrive at a summary value indicating the amount of negative or positive sentiment. Our specific application of this general technique is described in section 3.6.

1.3 Process and Variance Methods
This project applies both process and variance methodologies to gain an understanding of the relationship between developer behavior and developer sentiment. A regression model is the main result we present herein; however, we apply process modeling to acquire some of the regression data.

A "process model explains development in terms of the order in which things occur and the stage in the process at which they occur."[10] Abbott, for example, illustrates how time ordered events affect the lifecycle of individuals, which supports theorizing about process steps, and cause-effect relationships[11]. Process models are useful in explaining IS changes [12, 13].

A process theory can be derived from data by analyzing event sequences. An event can be viewed as the change in state of some variable values[14]. An event sequence can be characterized by common metrics, such as length, entropy, subsequences, pattern frequency, and similarity to other sequences. Through abduction, a researcher can infer common constructs, higher level concepts, and eventually relate these terms to a theory that explains relationships among concepts within a set of boundary conditions[10].

The study presented herein uses a rule-based system to abstract low-level event sequences into an issue-based work unit, called a motif. Various process metrics are used to analyze the qualities and evolution of the motifs. Finally, these behavioral characteristics are compared with developer sentiment, using regression.

Although we have analyze each project’s event sequences over time, we aggregate each project’s behavior and sentiment data to create a multiple project regression, with behavior predicting sentiment. Regression is a variance model. Our analysis of 124 projects shows that sentiment changes with behavioral changes. In this way, our variance model summarizes the behavior-sentiment relationship as found in the 124 individually minded process models.

1.4 Article Overview
Next, this article introduces reference theories that have guided the constructs of our process and variance models. Section 3 presents the sequence mining GitHub projects. Section 4 presents the regression model. The final sections present a discussion and conclusions.

2 Background Theory
This section presents related theory on project attractiveness and sentiment and design routine theory.

2.1 Project Attractiveness
Project attractiveness plays a role in the relationship between developer behavior and developer sentiment, because sentiment and attraction are related. Developers with a positive project sentiment appear more likely to continue their work and encourage others. The FLOSS literature emphasize the importance of attracting users and developers to keep a project active and successful [15-18]. Developer motivation and participant interest has been suggested as an important factor
for success [19]. Some researchers also attribute FLOSS success to user interest [20]. Users, often serving as the observing “eye balls” to bugs [21], contribute to a project’s success. Hence, it is important for a FLOSS project to attract both developers and users to be successful. Seweik et al. showed that for each developer added to an open source project, the chances of success increases 1.24 times [22]. Several studies attempted to identify what makes a FLOSS project favored by developers and users. Drivers of attractiveness include contributors’ intrinsic and extrinsic motivations for joining FLOSS projects [23-27], contextual factors of the project [28], visibility of the project, and the work activities performed towards software maintenance and improvement [28].

2.2 Sustained Participation

A FLOSS project cannot survive without sustained participation. Success, which has been extensively examined in the FLOSS literature, is mostly measured at one time. Sustained participation, on the other hand, focuses on the long-run of FLOSS projects. Considering that 80 percent of FLOSS projects failed due to the quality of their products, but insufficient long-term participation [29], it is crucial to predict a FLOSS project’s sustained participation. Fang and Neufeld [27] investigated why developers continually contribute to FLOSS projects in a sustainable way. Results showed that situated learning and identity construction behaviors were associated with sustained participation. Qureshi and Fang [30] examined growth patterns of developers’ socialization behavior and how that relates to their status progression. They identified four groups of newcomer behavior, based on the initial level of social resources of the developer and the growth rate of his/her socialization.

2.3 Sentiment Analysis of Development Issues

In summary, developers are attracted to, and participate, in projects for a variety of reasons. Their general feeling about a project may be considered their sentiment. When their sentiment turns sufficiently negative, they may abandon a project. It may be possible to infer a portion of their sentiment by analyzing their comments, posted in forums, issues, bugs, chats, and other means of communications.

GitHub.com is an example of a social coding environment [31, 32], which supports rich communications. Dabbish, et al. [33] found that developers use social coding capabilities for complex social activities, such as “inferring someone else’s technical goals and vision when they edit code, or guessing which of several similar projects has the best chance of thriving in the long term. Users combine these inferences into effective strategies for coordinating work, advancing technical skills and managing their reputation.”

We applied sentiment analysis of the GitHub.com issues, which provides a forum to track, and comment on, project issues. Table 1 summarizes prior research on sentiment analysis in software development and related domains. As can be seen from the table, sentiment analysis results are typically labeled with positive and negative polarity. To our knowledge, no prior research analyzed sentiment of project issues.

This project herein applies sentiment analysis to GitHub.com artifacts to infer developer sentiment. We compare changes in sentiment with changes in developer behavior. We infer developer behaviors from analysis of their repository actions, as interpreted by design routine theory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Domain / Goal</th>
<th>Sentiment Analysis Technology</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td>Software Development / Analysis Team Performance</td>
<td>Survey and Interviews</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[35]</td>
<td>General web pages</td>
<td>General / Analysis sentiment in different context</td>
<td>Lexicon tagging, POS tagging, Semantic oriented approach</td>
<td>Polarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Online forums</td>
<td>Finance / Prediction of stock index movement</td>
<td>Lexicon tagging, Classification</td>
<td>Polarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>Online consumer reviews</td>
<td>e-Commerce / Prediction of sales</td>
<td>POS tagging, Lexicon tagging, Clustering, Crowdsourcing</td>
<td>Polarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>Company internal emails</td>
<td>Text analysis / Classification of topic, opinion, style, genre</td>
<td>Writeprints, Ink Blots</td>
<td>Polarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>Online blogs</td>
<td>e-Commerce / Business Intelligence</td>
<td>Manually Classification</td>
<td>Polarity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 FLOSS Development Routines

Routines are important to organizations because they are performed to accomplish work in organizations [40-43]. Routines and diversity of routines, have been commonly studied in both organizational literature [41, 44] and IS literature [45, 46]. Recently, Gaskin, et al. [46] argued the importance to study the variations of design routines, and defined a design routine as “a sequence of (design) tasks” [47].

2.5 Routine Diversity

Routine diversity has been referred by different terms such as routine variation [45-48], or routine heterogeneity [49, 50].
There are conflicting theories on the value of routine diversity. Pentland, et al. [48] believe that variation is “a prerequisite for change”. Page argues that diversity can enhance robustness of complex and adaptive systems[51]. Diversity and variation is considered as a foundation for learning in general [52, 53] and for learning in routines [54]. Routine diversity allows actors to work in different ways, providing the flexibility required by dynamic environments. In the context of open source software development, Lindberg conducted a case study on Rubinius, an open source project, to investigate the co-evolution relationship between open source software development coding practice and communities [55]. A study on Rubinius, an open source project, to investigate the co-evolution relationship between open source software development coding practice and communities [55]. A positive relationship between practice diversity and inflow of new developers was reported.

Most recently and most related to this study is the work of Robinson and Deng [56] who found that a moderate amount of design-routine diversity is associated with successful open-source software development. Success was measured as project stars (a kind of web bookmarks) and forks (i.e., copying). Herein, we analyze the relationship between design-routine changes and developer sentiment. This leads us to our hypothesis H1 of Table 2.

2.6 Routine Change

Routines are a central element of organizations and has been the subject of discussions on organizational stability and change [41, 44, 48, 57]. Pentland et al. suggests that routine changes are changes in “patterns of action” [48,p.1371]. Researchers hold different views on whether and how routines contribute to organizational stability and change. Some researchers conceptualize routine as stable, repetitive, standard operating procedures that do not change [42]. Others hold a “routine as change” perspective [41, 44, 48], viewing routines as “continuously changing entities”[57, page 171]. Pentland, et al. [48] argue that every performance of a routine is different due to the different time, places, actors and other objects involved. Levitt and March [54] attribute the routine change to direct organizational experience.

A project with unpredictability, such as a high level of temporal change, requires a substantial effort for participants to learn and adapt [58]. Dramatic changes in design routines increases the design difficulty, thus hinders participation [59-61]. Additionally, a high level of temporal change indicates a lack of control. Such projects will lose the capability of attracting new users and developers and their sustained commitment. This line of reasoning leads to the hypothesis H1 of Table 2.

2.7 Theoretical Propositions

From this literature, we have derived to two research hypotheses, shown in Table 2. These hypotheses are explored in the remainder. Note that both hypotheses refer to sentiment change, meaning a swing in either direction, positive or negative.

3 Data Mining

Having introduced related work on design-routines and sentiment analysis, we now turn to our research project.

To analyze FLOSS design routines, we mine the event stream generated by developers as they use their tools. Developers have many interactions, directly or indirectly, through their tools. Some co-located developers will go to their computers to meet, thereby ensuring a record on their meeting (as well as providing access to development records).

Many FLOSS interactions are logged as event histories. For example, the history of source code changes is maintained by source control systems (e.g., CVS, Git). As each change is committed to the source repository, the new code and comments are recorded as a change event. Similarly, edits within a code editor (e.g., Eclipse), messages within a chat session, forum comments, feature requests, FAQ edits, etc. are all event sequences. Such sequences can be mined for patterns.

We analyzed 124 projects from GitHub, the most popular open-source code repository site. Founded in 2008, GitHub had over 3 million users and over 5 million repositories as of January 2013. After selecting projects, our KNIME workflow recognized design routines, generated behavior models based on the design-routines, and differenced those models. In addition, our workflow automatically ran sentiment analysis. We then ran a regression on the results of the data mining workflows, analyzing the relationship between developer behavior and developer sentiment.

3.1 Data Selection

We collected data from 148 FLOSS projects from GitHub. To obtain a sample with variation among successful projects, we used a stratified sampling strategy to sample projects with different level of popularity. The GitHub metrics, number of stars and number of forks, are proxies for the level of popularity to users and developers. We selected approximately 35 projects from each of the following sets:

1. >= 10,000 stars and >= 1,000 forks
2. 5,000 >= stars < 10,000, and 750 >= forks < 1,000
3. 1,000 >= stars < 5,000 and 500 >= forks < 750
4. 1,000 > stars and 250 > forks and in Java

We distinguished Java (in set 4) to investigate if language plays a role in projects’ development patterns. (Most GitHub projects are scripting languages, like JScript, rather than traditionally complied languages.) The initial 148 projects

---

**Table 2: Model Hypotheses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Routine diversity is negatively associated with sentiment change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Routine change is positively associated with sentiment change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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were reduced to the final 124 because some projects lacked sufficient data.

3.2 Data Preparation
A workflow automated the data acquisition and preparation. Data was obtained directly from GitHub.com and stored into a SQL database. The GitHub data is comprised of a 16 collections, which are combined, through filtering and joining, into a single table for data mining. Our data was derived mainly from these collections: issues, issue events, issues comments, pull requests, and pull request comments. Each record in the table provides a vector for input into our data mining process.

The table represents a sequence of Git events. Of the 18 Git events, we focused on six, which most closely associated with teamwork:
1. IssuesEvent: An issue is created, closed, or reopened.
2. PushEvent: Code is committed (pushed) to the repository.
3. PullRequestEvent: A user requests that new code be pushed to the repository.
4. IssueCommentEvent: A comment is associated with an issue.
5. CommitCommentEvent: A comment is associated with a commit (PushEvent).
6. PullRequestReviewCommentEvent: A comment is associated with a PullRequest.

Other events, such as watch events, in which users subscribe to a repository to get updates, do not concern teamwork. They are thus excluded from our study. Our prepared table of sequential Git events is further process to represent elements of design routines.

3.3 Design Routine Constructs
Git events, such as push and commit, represent work; however, the context of the work is missing. For example, it seems that 10 code commits for the same issue is different than 10 code commits, each for a single issue. A rule-based system is applied to the prepared event data to derive a table of abstracted work events.

Work in most GitHub projects begins with an IssueEvent or a PullRequestEvent. Both represent a typical unit of development work, which may be scheduled, opened, closed, reopened, etc. An IssueEvent typically represents a bug or enhancement. It follows a common lifecycle of being opened, followed by code changes represented by commits, and then an issue close. For example:

- IssuesEvent.open, PushEvent, IssuesEvent.close
- Commit-Issue: More information can be processed by dropping information. For example, just processing object type information: Issue-Commit-Issue. More information can be processed by first encoding the object information into another alphabet; for example, [Issue.ID=1,Issue.Author=a1,Commit.IID=1] becomes 1A1. We applied this transformation concept to the sequence of work motifs.

Given the work-motif sequences for a GitHub project, we used k-means clustering to transform each work motif into one of 50 clusters. (Size 50 clusters retained the information represented by the great variety of sequences, as indicated by cluster metrics, while simplifying the subsequent sequence analysis.) This construct is a typed motif.

The typed motif is represented by a vector of these attributes:
- IssueEvent | PullRequestEvent (open/reopen), ID, openDate, events, actors(same/different), number of actors, state(open/closed), merged(true/false), duration, number of comments, turbulence. Our rationale for selecting those attributes is: different instantiations of the same work motif might present different levels of collaboration. For example,
in an IssueEvent→CommentEvent→PushEvent work motif, the level of collaboration would be different between an instantiation in which the same actor performed these three activities, and an instantiation in which three different actors performed these three activities. Distributed cognition theory, which considers how team members collaborate, seems to be an appropriate lens to interpret these data. Thus, we used concepts from this theory to extract relevant attributes of a work motif. We reviewed the indicators of distributed cognition based on existing literatures [62-64]. From these indicators, we identified relevant attributes in for the typed motifs.

3.5 Sequence Modeling

Given sequences of typed motifs, our software constructs models of (a) sequence pattern probabilities and (b) changes in the patterns over data windows.

Stream mining can detect changes in the data-stream. One method is model differencing, which provides a mean to recognize important changes occurring within an event stream. Consider a stream of repository events divided into data windows, \((w_1, w_2, \ldots , w_n)\). Transition identification marks each data window as either being normal or transitional; for example, (normal, normal, transitional, normal, normal ...). Transitional behavior is historically unusual behavior, according to some measure such as statistical variance. We use the term transitional because the behavior is unusual and transient, and thus interesting from a theoretical perspective, such as cognition or learning theory.

In our approach, a repository stream is divided into data windows. Each window is characterized by a model, \((w_t \Rightarrow \lambda_t)\). Consider two models in sequence, \(\lambda_1\) and \(\lambda_2\). The software finds the difference of the models to characterize the change: \(\Delta \lambda = (\lambda_2 - \lambda_1) / (t_2 - t_1)\). If the difference \(\Delta \lambda\) is significant, by some measure, then we have found a transition point [4].

In this work, the model types \((\lambda)\) vary; however, we mainly apply hidden Markov models (HMMs). A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a stochastic signal model [65]. In our application to repository analysis, the signals are sequences of discrete typed events (e.g., code commit). Given event sequences, a common task is to find transition probabilities. That is, given an observed event A, what is the probably that the next event observed with be B or C? A hidden Markov model (HMM) can solve this problem by building a probability model from observed event sequences. We use HMMs to model patterns of typed motifs (i.e., design routines) within the stream of FLOSS repository events.

HMM transition identification detects significant changes in modeled events between consecutive windows of event data. HMMs can be used to identify transitions by: (1) comparing consecutive HMMs generated from the observation sequences [66], or (2) comparing consecutive acceptance probabilities [4]. This difference is known as \(\Delta \text{HMM}\).

3.6 Sentiment Analysis

For sentiment analysis, we adopt NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon v0.92 (NRC Lexicon) as keyword matching reference to perform sentiment analysis [67]. NRC Lexicon has 14,182 unigrams (i.e., single words), which are categorized into both polarity (positive/negative) and eight types (anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, and trust). It was created manually by Amazon Mechanical Turk, which is a crowdsourcing platform.

Using a KNIME workflow, the NRC Lexicon was applied got issues and their associated comments, generating counts of positive and negative words for each data window analyzed. These are the same data windows analyzed for the typed motifs (i.e., design routines).

4 Data Analysis

Our research model proposes a negative relationship between routine diversity and sentiment change, and a positive relationship between routine change and sentiment change. These two hypotheses are summarized in the prior of Table 2.

4.1 Dependent variables

We use the average change ratio between the number of positive words and the number of negative words, as a dependent variable to measure the average sentiment-change magnitude of a project. To obtain it, we calculate the ratio between the number of positive words and the number of negative words in all the posts in every data window. Then we calculate the absolute differences of the ratio between every two consecutive windows, this gives the magnitude of sentiment-change, for a sequence of data windows—their average is obtained as the dependent variable.

4.2 Independent variables

Two variable constructs measure routine diversity and routine change:

1. Entropy, measures the uncertainty of different activity types; it indicates the diversity of the design routines.
2. \(\Delta \text{HMM}\), measures the magnitude of change in transition probabilities; it indicates the degree of design routine change.

Average entropy is an independent variable for each project. We used Shannon-Wiener index [68] to measure the average process diversity in a project. Shannon’s index has been used to calculate entropy, which has been defined as a transversal distribution of activities [69]. In our context, entropy is the distribution of different work routines. A data window dominated by a single type of work routine will have low entropy, whereas a window characterized by diverse work routines will have high entropy. After preliminary analysis, we choose four-weeks for our data window size—it contains sufficient data and
represents a common unit of work for open source development methodologies. Entropy is calculated for each window to provide a sequence of project entropies over time—their average is used for the regression.

### 4.3 Control variable

A variety of characteristics can affect sentiment change. For example, the intensity of conversations (number of words exchanged), might have an impact on the magnitude of sentiment change. In addition, the number of people engaging in the routines might also affect sentiment change. Therefore, we control for average number of words per time window, and the average number of actors per routine per time window. The control variable definitions are in Table 3 and the dataset descriptive statistics is in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ Positive / Negative Words Ratio</td>
<td>Average number of positive words/number of negative words ratio difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>Average uncertainty of event distribution in a given time period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔHMM</td>
<td>Average HMM difference of the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Count</td>
<td>Average number of words per time window of the project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Actors</td>
<td>Average number of actors per routine per time window of the project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4 Regression Analysis

We applied ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression to estimate the dependent variables: the average change of ratio between number of positive words and number of negative words per window. Before completing our analysis, we checked assumptions of the multiple linear regression (i.e., normality and multicollinearity among independent variables). We also conducted Shapiro-Wilk test to ensure the assumptions of normal distribution of residuals are not violated.

### 4.5 Regression Results

Table 5 presents the regression results. It shows a positive relationship between HMM difference and positive/negative words ratio difference, at the 0.001 significance level. However, entropy is not significantly associated with Δ positive/negative words ratio. Additionally, variables that significantly affect sentiment change (Δ positive/negative words ratio) include word count and number of actors. Thus, there is strong statistical support for the proposed relationship between routine change and sentiment change. H2 is supported but H1 is not supported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Positive/Negative Ratio Difference</th>
<th>Model 1 (adj R²=0.47)</th>
<th>Model 2 (adj R²=0.58)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.413***</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Count</td>
<td>-5.046E-005***</td>
<td>-2.644E-005***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Actors</td>
<td>-0.692***</td>
<td>-0.429**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>-0.583</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔHMM</td>
<td>0.416***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *: P ≤ 0.05. **: P ≤ 0.01. ***: P ≤ 0.001

### 4.6 Intra-project Windowed Analysis

To reveal the implications of the project-level regression of the prior section, we review a sample project over time. Figure 1 illustrates ΔHMM for sample projects. The x-axis represents the Kullback-Leibler comparison of HMMs generated from the data windows. Each point represents the comparison between two HMMs, each representing a month of data. The trend values are more important than the specific HMM comparison values. Notice that all projects have periods of transition, where their behavior models change significantly, as shown by the spikes. This figure illustrates how ΔHMM discriminates unusual periods of sequential behaviors from the more common background.

The transitions (spikes) displayed in Figure 1 represent real changes in developer behavior—the developers have changed their patterns in typed motifs (i.e., design routines). We have correlated those changes with web data to validate that interesting behavioral changes occur at the spikes. Moreover, interesting sentimental changes occur near the spikes. This intra-project comparison on data model and web data validates the regression results.

Table VI illustrates antirez/redis project text that correlate to the transitions presented in Figure 1 (The x-axis is data window count, not date.) These entries illustrate
corroborating evidence demonstrating that the transitions capture behavioral changes.

We can also compare the month (data window) values for ΔHMM with ΔPositive/Negative Word Ratio using Pearson’s correlation. For redis, the Pearson’s correlation is 0.53 for 53 data points, which indicates a strong positive correlation. Taken together, the project-level regression, with the data window-level Pearson correlation, and the web blog data all point to supporting routine change is positively associated with sentiment change (H2).

**TABLE VI  Blog entries for Redis transitions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data window</th>
<th>Text events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Week 44–45 (06/02/2013–06/30/2013) | (1) Pull request #1165 was posted in June 2013, with the name “fix sentinel parse error in sentinelRefreshInstanceInfo”.  
(2) On June 19, the author commented: “it breaks sentinel INFO parsing routine in sentinelRefreshInstanceInfo. So I fixed it.”  
(3) June 20, the repository owner commented: “Hello @charsyam, good catch! However I can’t use the commit as it is (see my commit implementation in a few minutes for hints) but I’ll surely credit you in the commit message.”  
(4) The author replied with a smiley face: “@antirez Yes, I know. maybe redis will need more general parsing code for this :D” |
| Week 50–51 (11/17/2013–12/15/2013) | (1) On Nov 8, 2013, malviyarahul2001 posted: “Hi. My redis slaves have suddenly started dying and I can’t figure out why. There is no change in system configuration or hardware wise. Here is the dump from redis before it dies.”  
(2) On Nov 14, 2013, adilbaig commented: “I'm having the same issue. I purged the rdb file on the slave and restarted the sync. Same issue. I'm on Ubuntu 12.04.3 LTS x64.”  
(3) On Nov 20, 2013, adilbaig commented: “This has happened several times to our in production servers, today it was several times a day.”  
(4) On Nov 20, 2013, the owner antirez commented: “Hello, what happens is very strange and sounds like hardware instability at a first glance, because there are two crashes in two unrelated positions. The master is running on a different physical host and is stable?” |
(2) Robot7 then went on commenting: “So Antirez, you made a response and the moment I replied to it with facts you decided to delete the issue? That is just not professional. Github was showing 404, but I reloaded a few times and got the unflush cache from a github slave. Here it is, would you like this done by a bot from now on?” |

![Figure 1: ΔHMM and ΔSentiment for Antirez/Redis.](image)

5 Discussion

This study aims to understand the relationship between design-routine changes and developer sentiment. A multi-project level regression supports the conclusion that routine change is positively associated with sentiment change (H2). However, H1, that of routine diversity is negatively associated with sentiment change, was not supported. Nevertheless, it warrants further analysis.

In the context of FLOSS development routines, entropy measures routine diversity, while ΔHMM measures the magnitude of change. It would seem that active developers are more sensitive to both measures, while more passive people (e.g., users and occasional developers) are less sensitive. The lack of support for H1 may be attributed to a lack of concern about routine diversity. It is certainly worth further exploration.

Automation was implicit in our discussion; however, all the steps, from project data retrieval through the regression analysis are automated. Retrieval of the project records is, by far, the slowest part of the analysis. On an ongoing basis, a dashboard can update many projects every minute, which may benefit practitioners as they attempt to control their projects.

For future research, we propose to investigate intra-project correlations among our constructs, as illustrated in section 4.6. Limitations of this study include: (1) sampling, in that the projects may not be representative of FLOSS projects in general; and (2) modeling, in that the measurement of and constructs for sequential behaviors are incomplete. Future work will seek to diminish these limitations.
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